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Overview
Over the past decades much progress has been made
in understanding the evolutionary factors that can
promote social behaviour. Nevertheless, the bewildering range of methods that have been employed
leave many confused. Here we review some of the
major approaches that can be used to model social
evolution, including the neighbour-modulated fitness, inclusive fitness and multilevel selection methods. Through examples we show how these different

6.1 The puzzle of altruism
Individuals sometimes give up resources to benefit
their neighbours, to the extent that this helping lowers the individual’s reproductive fitness. Such altruistic
traits ( Table 6.1 ) pose a difficulty for Darwin’s theory of
natural selection, which emphasises the spread of individually advantageous traits ( Darwin 1859 ). Yet altruism abounds in the natural world, and is observed in
settings as diverse as bacteria ( Chapter 13 ), multicellular organisms with specialised non-reproductive tissues ( Michod 1999, Strassmann & Queller 2007 ), social
insects with a sterile worker caste ( Bourke & Franks
1995, Ratnieks et al. 2006, Ratnieks & Wenseleers 2008 ),

methodologies can yield complementary insight
into the evolutionary causes of social behaviour, and
how, for a wide range of problems, one method can
be translated into the other without affecting the
final conclusion. We also review some recent developments, such as the evolution of cooperation in
spatial settings and networks, and multilocus extensions of the theory, and discuss some remaining
challenges in social evolution theory.

and, of course, human society ( Chapter 15; Gintis et al.
2005 ). Thus, altruism poses a major problem for evolutionary theory.
Formal attempts to solve the puzzle of altruism have
a long history, going back at least to Darwin ( reviewed
in Dugatkin & Reeve 1994, Gardner & Foster 2008 ). The
major breakthrough in cracking the problem, however, only came in the 1960s with the formulation of
Hamilton’s ( 1963, 1964 ) theory of inclusive fitness
( later dubbed kin selection: Maynard Smith 1964 ). This
showed that altruism is selectively favoured if b.r > c,
where c is the personal fitness cost to the actor, b is the
personal fitness benefit to the recipient, and r is the
genetic relatedness between actor and recipient, an
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Table 6.1. A classiﬁcation of social behaviours, based
on Hamilton ( 1964, 1970 ) and West et al. ( 2007a,
2007b ). Fitness impact means the impact on direct
ﬁtness, which is the ﬁtness that comes from personal
reproduction
Fitness impact on recipient

Fitness impact
on actor

+
–

+

–

Mutual benefit
Altruism
Cooperation

Selfi shness
Spite
Competition

inequality that later become known as Hamilton’s rule.
The intuitive explanation is that when altruists help relatives reproduce this results in the indirect propagation
of copies of the altruists’ own genes, thereby enabling
a gene for altruism to spread ( Hamilton 1963, Dawkins
1976 ). Independently from Hamilton, however, others
have taken a different approach and tried to solve the
puzzle of altruism in terms of opposing selection within
and between groups ( Price 1972, Wilson 1975; for two
early attempts see Wright 1945, Williams & Williams
1957 ). These multilevel selection approaches later
turned out to be just a different way of looking at the
same problem, and in all cases resulted in the same
conclusion as kin-selection models ( Hamilton 1975,
Wade 1980, Crow & Aoki 1982, Queller 1992a, Dugatkin
& Reeve 1994, Wenseleers et al. 2003, Lehmann et al.
2007a ). Unfortunately, this fact still does not seem to
be universally acknowledged, as it is still all too common to see kin and group selection incorrectly being
pitted against each other, and being presented as two
different mechanisms that can promote cooperation
( e.g. Gintis 2000a, Gintis et al. 2003, Fehr & Fischbacher
2003, Wilson & Hölldobler 2005, Nowak 2006, Traulsen
& Nowak 2006, Taylor & Nowak 2007 ).
Even within the kin-selection tradition, some confusion remains, partly because Hamilton derived his
theory from two different perspectives, based either on
the concepts of neighbour-modulated fitness, which
was just classical Darwinian fitness but taking explicit
account of the social neighbourhood, and inclusive fitness, which extends the notion of Darwinian fitness to
non-descendent offspring ( Hamilton 1964, Taylor et al.
2007a, Gardner & Foster 2008 ). These two perspectives,

although generally giving the same result, differ in their
interpretation of the benefit of altruism and of relatedness, which leads to the confusing situation that when
people mention Hamilton’s rule they do not always
mean exactly the same thing ( Frank 1997a ). A large
body of literature also exists on the appropriate definition of the cost, benefit and relatedness terms that
make Hamilton’s rule work in a population genetic
sense ( Michod & Hamilton 1980, Queller 1984, 1992b,
Frank 1997b ).
The aim of this chapter is to show the formal relationship among the neighbour-modulated fitness, inclusive fitness and multilevel selection methods, and to
show how, for a wide range of problems, one method
can be translated into the other, without affecting the
final conclusion. In addition, we will review some of
the recent developments and remaining challenges in
social evolution theory.

6.2 Social evolution theory: methods
and approaches
6.2.1 The Price equation
Ultimately, given that evolution at its simplest level is
a change in allele frequencies over time, all evolutionary theory has its basis in population genetics. Thus
the traditional way of analysing social evolutionary
models is to determine conditions, in terms of model
parameters, for which genes encoding social traits can
spread in the population ( Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman
1978, Charnov 1978, Uyenoyama & Feldman 1980 ,
Feldman & Cavalli-Sforza 1981, Gayley 1993). Although
this population genetic approach remains the gold
standard, it has several disadvantages. First, it is tedious, involving processes such as the construction of
mating tables, writing down recurrence equations and
determining the conditions for gene spread – usually via
matrix algebra ( Bulmer 1994, Kokko 2007, Otto & Day
2007 ). Second, such models generally require very specific assumptions, e.g. regarding the underlying genetic
architecture of the trait, and hence they lack generality.
Therefore there has been a need for the development
of shortcut methods, which are both easier to apply
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and more general, but which are still solidly founded
in population genetic theory. As we will show, a population genetic theorem known as the Price equation
( Price 1970, 1972, 1995 ) provides the basis for several
such shortcut methods. It also provides the foundation
for a universally applicable theory of selection ( Frank
1995a, Price 1995 ).
To start, consider a population containing n entities
indexed by j. These entities will usually be taken to be
individuals, but as we will see they can also be genes
within diploid genomes, cells, social groups or even
species. Let wj be the absolute fitness of the jth entity,
i.e. how many successful offspring entities it leaves in
the next generation ( this may also be a function of the
probability of itself surviving to the next time period ),
and vj the fitness relative to the population average
− ). In its simplest form, Price’s theorem ( Price
( wj ,w
1970, 1972 ) states that the average change in the value
of some trait z ( Δz− ) from one generation to the next is
given by
 wj

 wj

,z j + E 
∆ z = cov 
∆ zj  = cov(vj , zj ) + E (vj ∆ zj )
w
w




( 6.1 )
Here, the terms cov and E denote covariance ( a measure
of the statistical non-independence of two quantities;
here, vj and zi ) and expectation ( arithmetic average ),
both taken over all the entities in the population. The
term Δzj is simply the change in the entity’s trait value
zj across a generation, i.e. between parent ( zj ) and offspring ( zj′ ), where Δzj = z′j − zj. In the standard case, the
first term in equation 6.1 corresponds to the effects of
selection ( Price 1970, Frank 1995a, 1997b, 1998, Okasha
2006 ). To better understand this, we can, without loss
of generality, decompose the covariance term into two
separate components: a least-squares linear regression
coefficient and a statistical variance ( cov( vj ,zj ) = βvz.Vz ).
Note that this transformation does not require that the
relationship between the trait and relative fitness actually be linear. Instead, Price’s great insight here was that
a linear regression can be used to determine the net direction of change upon a trait across generations. Now,
one can clearly see the effects of selection. The regression terms describe whether the trait of interest z will

increase or decrease the relative fitness v of the focal
entity, and the trait-variance term gives us the rate at
which selection can act. This is intuitive: the more variability in the focal trait, the more fodder for the process
of selection. The second term in equation 6.1, E( vj Δzj ),
captures systematic biases in the transmission of the
trait, for example due to biased mutation ( see below ).
Price’s selection equation is very general ( Price 1995,
Frank 1995a ), and applications are not limited to population genetics. Price’s equation has been successfully
applied to problems in epidemiology ( Day & Gandon
2007 ) and ecology ( Loreau & Hector 2001, Fox 2006 ),
and even beyond the biological sciences. In economics, for example, wj might be the growth rates of businesses and zj some predictor of the firm’s growth. In
this case, the covariance term would describe selection
among competing firms, and processes such as innovation could generate a positive covariance term and
lead to positive selection ( Andersen 2004 ). Many other
applications exist, and links to standard population
and quantitative genetic theory are given by Queller
( 1992b ), Frank ( 1995a, 1997b, 1998 ), Wolf et al. ( 1999 ),
Rice ( 2004 ), Okasha ( 2006 ) and Gardner et al. ( 2007 ).
Page and Nowak ( 2002 ) also show how other equations for modelling evolutionary change – including
the quasispecies equation, the replicator equation and
the replicator–mutator equation – are all special cases
of the Price equation.
For our purposes, however, we are interested in the
genetic evolution of social behaviour ( cultural evolution
will be considered in section 6.3.5 ). In this instance the
entities under consideration are normally individuals,
w is biological fitness, i.e. the number of successful offspring or gametes produced, and z is usually defined as
individual allele frequency g at the locus that controls
the social behaviour, or more formally breeding value.
The concept of breeding value comes from quantitative
genetics and is defined as the linear combination of
the alleles across loci that best predicts an individual’s
phenotype ( Falconer 1981, Crow & Aoki 1982, Frank
1998 ). It is useful because not all effects of alleles will
be inherited when there are interactions between focal
alleles and the environment or alleles at other loci that
may not be co-inherited ( Chapters 1 and 2 ).
If we ignore mutation and genetic drift, and if we
assume that in the case of diploid organisms meiosis is
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fair, the second term in equation 6.1, E( vjΔzj ), will be
zero. Hence, the Price equation states that a gene coding for a social trait would spread when
∆g = b vg . Vg > 0

( 6.2 )

where the covariance is again written as the product of
a regression ( β ) and a variance ( V ). Before Price, this
equation was independently derived by Robertson
( 1966, 1968 ), who termed it the ‘secondary theorem
of natural selection’. Given that genetic variance ( Vg )
is always non-negative, equation 6.2 simply states that
any response to selection will always be in the same direction as the regression of relative fitness on breeding
value ( βvg ) and, because mean fitness will generally be
− > 0 ), the condition for selection
a positive quantity ( w
to favour an increase in average breeding value of the
trait of interest can be written as βwg > 0. That is, genetic
variance only affects the rate of selection, not its direction, so one can focus simply on the effects of a trait on
fitness to predict whether the trait will be favoured by
natural selection.

6.2.2 Three equivalent methods for modelling
social evolution
The condition that βwg should be greater than zero provides a formal basis for explaining standard Darwinian
adaptations, in which traits are selected for when they
increase the fitness of their bearer. But how can it
account for the evolution of altruistic behaviour that
decreases individual fitness? As we will see, there are
three main solutions to this problem: the neighbourmodulated fitness and inclusive fitness approaches
that form the basis of kin selection theory, and also a
levels-of-selection approach ( Fig. 6.1 ). In many cases,
these methods can be used interchangeably; they simply provide alternative ways for describing net gene frequency change.

Queller 1992b, Taylor 1996, Taylor & Frank 1996, Frank
1998, Rousset 2004, Taylor et al. 2007a ). This captures
the way in which a focal individual’s personal fitness
is a function of its own genotype ( direct fitness effect )
and also the genotypes of its social partners ( indirect fitness effect ), as illustrated in Figure 6.1a. That
is, all fitness accounting is done through the effects
on this focal individual, such that the fitness of an
average recipient of the behaviour ( w ) is expressed
as a function of that individual’s genotype or breeding value ( g, Falconer 1981 ) and the genotype of its
social neighbours ( g′ ). The neighbour-modulated fitness approach has often been referred to as an analysis of ‘direct fitness’, because of the way that fitness
accounting is done through the effects on the personal reproduction of an average bearer of the altruistic genes. This makes it clear that a gene for altruism
can only spread if the direct fitness of an average
bearer increases.
First, assume that individuals interact in pairs, and
that both individuals are identical in every respect
other than their genotypes for the trait in question
( Queller 1992b, Grafen 2006; extensions for interactions
between individuals of different classes will be treated
in section 6.3.1 ). In this case, an individual’s neighbourmodulated fitness can be written as
w = w + bwg. g ′ .( g − g ) + b wg ′. g .( g ′ − g )

( 6.3 )

− and g− are the average fitness and the average
where w
allele frequency of the individuals in the population,
and the terms (g − g−) and ( g′ − g− ) describe how the
two individuals’ genotypes depart from the population mean. The βwg·g′ and βwg′·g terms separate out
how these two genotypes affect the focal individual’s
fitness. Specifically, they are the least-squares partial
regressions of the individual’s fitness on its own and its
partner’s breeding values ( Queller 1992b ), where βwg·g′
means the effect of g on w, when g′ is held constant.
Substituting equation 6.3 into equation 6.1, for z = g,
and neglecting changes in ‘transmission’, one obtains

The neighbour-modulated fitness approach
A first solution to the puzzle of altruism is based on
the concept of neighbour-modulated fitness, first
introduced by Hamilton ( 1964, 1970, 1975; see also

∆g = [ bwg. g ' cov( g , g ) + b wg '. g cov( g⬘, g)] / w

( 6.4 )

Hence the condition for an increase in the average
breeding value of the trait of interest ( Δg > 0 ) is:
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Neighbour-modulated
fitness

b

W

Inclusive fitness

B

W

Multilevel selection

Figure 6.1 Three alternative but equivalent methods for solving the puzzle of altruism, via three different concepts. ( a ) Neighbourmodulated fitness: an average bearer of the altruistic genotype ( lighter circle ) will receive benefits ( b, straight arrows ) from other
carriers of the altruistic genotype who express the trait in the individual’s social neighbourhood ( darker circles ); if the individual
itself expresses the altruistic genotype it will experience a direct fitness cost ( –c, curved arrow ). ( b ) Inclusive fitness: an individual that expresses the altruistic genotype ( darker circle ) will experience a direct fitness cost ( –c, curved arrow ) but cause fitness
benefits to its social neighbours ( b, straight arrows ), some of whom may be more likely than chance to be carriers of the altruistic
genotype. ( c ) Levels of selection: cooperators ( open circles ) experience a within-group disadvantage against cheats ( filled circles ),
leading to a negative within-group selection component W, but groups with more cooperators end up being more productive,
leading to a positive between-group selection component B.

bwg.g ' + bwg '.g . bg ' g > 0

( 6.5 )

This inequality is Hamilton’s rule, –c + b.r > 0, in
its neighbour-modulated fitness form where r = βg’g
= cov( g′,g ) / cov( g,g ) is the coefficient of relatedness,
which is defined as the least-squares regression of
social-partner breeding value on one’s own breeding
value ( Michod & Hamilton 1980, Grafen 1985 ), βwg.g′
= –c is the cost of carrying the genes for the social behaviour, and βwg′.g = b is the benefit one receives when one’s
social partners carry the genes for social behaviour.
From a neighbour-modulated fitness perspective,
then, altruism can be favoured when r > 0, or, more
specifically, when the direct fitness cost c to the actor
is outweighed by the benefit b.r of associating with
neighbours who also carry genes for the social trait. The
intuitive explanation is that with positive relatedness,
altruistic individuals will tend to associate with other
altruistic individuals that help them back. Meanwhile,
non-altruistic individuals will associate with other
non-altruists, and they will do badly. Relatedness ( r )
measures the extent to which other individuals are
more likely than chance to carry the same genes, and,
as we have said, it is formally defined as a regression

coefficient ( βg′g ). Nevertheless, regression relatedness is usually well approximated by genealogical
relatedness under the assumption of weak selection, in
which case it can be directly calculated from pedigrees
( Michod & Hamilton 1980, Grafen 1985 ). An exception
where relatedness does not strictly correspond to genealogical relatedness, even for weak selection, is when it is
caused by a phenotype-matching mechanism whereby
cooperators directly recognise each other and preferentially interact ( green-beard mechanisms: Hamilton
1964, Dawkins 1976, Traulsen & Schuster 2003, Axelrod
et al. 2004, Lehmann & Keller 2006a , Gardner & West
2010), or if the cooperator gene has a pleiotropic effect
on habitat preference, so that individuals with cooperative genotypes would tend to assort together ( Hamilton
1975 ). Nevertheless, both these mechanisms may be
quite rare in nature ( Lehmann & Keller 2006a ).
The neighbour-modulated-fitness approach to
kin selection closely mirrors recent methodological
developments in the theory of indirect genetic effects
( IGEs, Chapter 2 ): both examine the consequences of
genes carried by the focal individual and by the individual’s social partners. However, kin-selection theory
is typically concerned with between-individual genetic
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interactions at the fitness level only, and the phenotypic traits of key interest are usually assumed to be
controlled by a single individual, whereas researchers
working on IGEs are mostly motivated by phenotypic
traits other than fitness, which are determined by genes
carried by multiple individuals ( Bijma & Wade 2008 ).
Although Hamilton ( 1964 ) originally used individual genotypes as predictors of fitness, one could also
express neighbour-modulated fitness as a function of
an individual’s and its social partner’s phenotypes y
and y′ ( Frank 1998 ). This leads to the following phenotypic version of Hamilton’s rule:
b wy. y ' + b wy '. y .( b y ' g / b yg ) > 0

( 6.6 )

in which costs and benefits are now defined as βwy·y′
and βwy′·y′ and r = βy′g / βyg is interpreted as a measure
of assortative interaction ( Orlove & Wood 1978 ) that
measures the extent to which individuals carrying the
altruistic genotype tend to interact with social partners
with a cooperative phenotype ( Eshel & Cavalli-Sforza
1982, Nee 1989, Frank 1997a, Pepper 2000, Gardner &
West 2004, Fletcher & Zwick 2006 ).
One problem, however, with using phenotypic fitness predictors is that this would change the way that
social behaviours are classified ( Table 6.1 ), and result
in the erroneous classification of reciprocal altruism
( Trivers 1971 ) as true altruism ( Foster et al. 2006a, West
et al. 2007b ), which is defined as coming at a cost to the
actor’s lifetime fitness ( Hamilton 1964 ). Consider, for
example, a strategy whereby individuals only cooperate
with others if they cooperated with them during a previous encounter ( this is known as Tit-for-Tat in the literature: Axelrod & Hamilton 1981 ). Here, there is a positive
assortment between cooperators on a per-interaction
basis, even if the interacting individuals are not genetic
relatives ( Nee 1989, Fletcher & Zwick 2006 ). Assuming
a large number of rounds of interaction, βy′g/βyg in this
case turns out to be equal to p, the likelihood that two
players meet again, leading to the condition that Tit-forTat is an evolutionary equilibrium when p.b > c ( Axelrod
& Hamilton 1981 ). Similarly, if individuals have information about the likely behaviour of social interactants,
e.g. based on reputation ( indirect reciprocity: Nowak &
Sigmund 1998 ), then βy′g /βyg measures the probability

q of knowing someone else’s reputation ( Suzuki &
Toquenaga 2005 ). Positive values of βy′g/βyg can even
arise in interspecific interactions ( Frank 1994a, Foster
& Wenseleers 2006 ), due to conditional ( Tit-for-Tat-like )
behaviour ( Nee 1989, Fletcher & Zwick 2006 ) or due
to cooperative pairs gaining fitness benefits and staying together across multiple generations ( Frank 1994a,
Foster & Wenseleers 2006 ).
Although some would find it pleasing that the
relatedness coefficient βy′g/βyg in expression 6.6 brings
out positive assortment as a key mechanism that can
promote cooperation ( Frank 1994a, Hamilton 1995,
Skyrms 1996, Griffin & West 2002, Fletcher & Doebeli
2006 ), it has the disadvantage that it would misclassify
behaviours that have delayed direct benefits as being
truly altruistic. To avoid such confusion, we will use the
genotypic version of Hamilton’s rule ( inequality 6.5 )
throughout the remainder of this chapter. That said, if
phenotypes are not conditional on the social partner’s
behaviour and if phenotypes linearly map onto genotype ( additive genetics: Chapter 1 ), then one does not
need to make a distinction between expressions 6.5 and
6.6, as they will then be fully equivalent ( McElreath &
Boyd 2007 ).
The regression-analysis form of Hamilton’s rule
outlined above has the benefit of allowing huge generality. The downside is that it can be awkward to
analyse particular models in this way. Nevertheless,
under the assumption that genetic variation is vanishingly small ( i.e. if we are considering the spread
of a rare mutant ) and that mutants differ only slightly
from the wild type ( weak selection ), one can switch
from statistical, least-squares-regression analysis
to methodology involving simpler expected-fitness
functions that can be analysed using powerful calculus approaches ( Box 6.1 ). This is because if there
is vanishingly little genetic variation and variation
in fitness, then the population occupies only a small
segment of the function that relates genotype and
phenotype, and hence the least-squares regressions of fitness on breeding value can be approximated by the tangent to the expected-fitness curve
at the population-average breeding value, i.e. βwg →
dw/dg |g = g− , as var( g ) and var( w ) → 0. Making this
transition from least-squares partial regressions to
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partial derivatives, expression 6.5 can be rewritten in
differential-calculus form as
∂w ∂w dg′
>0
+
∂g ∂g′ dg

( 6.7 )

where ∂w / ∂g = –c is the cost of carrying genes for
the social behaviour, ∂ w / ∂g′ = b is the benefit of
one’s social partners carrying genes for the social
behaviour, and dg′ / dg = r is the coefficient of genetic relatedness. This method forms the basis of a
powerful maximisation approach to finding the
evolutionarily stable strategy ( ESS: Chapter 4 ) in
social evolutionary models, which has truly revolutionised the field ( Taylor & Frank 1996, Taylor 1996,
Frank 1997a, 1998, Taylor et al . 2007a ; Box 6.1 ). As
with the regression approach, extensions for classstructured populations are also readily made ( Taylor
& Frank 1996, Taylor et al . 2007a, Frank 1998 ; see
section 6.3.1 ).

The inclusive fitness approach
The neighbour-modulated fitness approach focuses
attention on a particular ‘recipient’ individual, and is
concerned with how that individual’s personal fitness
is determined by the genes that it carries ( direct fitness
effects ) and by the genes carried by its social partners
( indirect fitness effects ) ( Fig. 6.1a ). An alternative formulation, inclusive fitness, introduced by Hamilton
( 1964 ), instead focuses on how a random actor affects
the fitness of others ( Fig. 6.1b ). Relatedness in this case
measures the value of the recipient in transmitting
copies of the actor’s own genes, leading to an elegant
gene-centered view of evolutionary change ( Hamilton
1963, Dawkins 1976 ).
Formulating the selection of social traits in this way
was a great breakthrough as it analyses gene frequency
change entirely from the perspective of the actors that
actually express the behaviour. In this way, it better
captures the apparent agenda underlying organismal
behaviour ( Hamilton 1995, Grafen 2006, Gardner
et al. 2007, Gardner & Foster 2008 , Gardner & Grafen
2009). Organisms are expected to behave as if they
value the reproductive success of their neighbours –

devalued according to their genetic relatedness – as
well as their own reproductive success. In short, they
behave as if they are trying to maximise their inclusive fitness ( Grafen 2006 ).
In our example, the inclusive fitness approach differs
only from the neighbour-modulated fitness approach
in the fact that the benefit term in Hamilton’s rule is
now calculated as the benefit to social partners ( βw′g·g′ ),
rather than as the benefit of receiving help from social
partners ( βwg′·g ) ( Fig. 6.1a,b ). Thus, the net inclusive fitness effect of an actor carrying a certain gene is calculated as

b wg . g ' + b w' g . g ' .b g ' g > 0

( 6.8 )

Because we assume no class structure, so that individuals are identical in all respects other than their
genes for the social trait of interest ( strategic equivalence: Grafen 2006 ), the impact of the focal individual’s variant gene on the fitness of her social
partner ( βw′g·g′ ) is equal to the impact on the focal
individual’s fitness that would occur if the social
partner carried the variant gene ( βwg′·g ), and hence
the conditions described by expressions 6.5 and 6.8
are equivalent. As in the neighbour-modulated fitness framework, the inclusive fitness effect is composed of two parts, a direct and indirect fitness effect,
which are due to the effect of the actor’s genotype on
its own fitness and on the fitness of others, respectively ( West et al. 2007a, 2007b ). Whilst the direct fitness component retains the same meaning in both
neighbour-modulated fitness and inclusive fitness
approaches, the indirect fitness term describes the
effect of social-partner genes on own fitness in the
neighbour-modulated fitness view and the effect of
own genes on social-partner fitness ( weighted by
relatedness ) in the inclusive fitness view.
As before, when selection is weak and the population
is nearly monomorphic, the partial regression coefficients in inequality 6.8 can be approximated using partial derivatives ( see Box 6.1 for an example ). In addition,
as with the neighbour-modulated fitness approach to
social evolution, the inclusive fitness approach can
also be readily applied to class-structured populations
( Taylor 1990, 1996; see section 6.3.1 ).
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The levels-of-selection approach
Price’s ( 1970 ) theorem, which underpins the most
general derivation of Hamilton’s rule ( Hamilton
1970 ), has also been applied to levels of selection in
evolution ( Price 1972, Hamilton 1975 ). Instead of
separating individual fitness into direct and indirect
components, this approach phrases social evolution in terms of selection within and between groups
( Fig. 6.1c ). Some researchers greatly prefer thinking in terms of this partition over the direct / indirect
partition ( Wilson 1975, 1983, Wade 1980, Sober &
Wilson 1998), and in recent years there has been
much renewed interest in this theory ( Keller 1999,
Henrich 2004, Okasha 2006 ). Some of the earliest theoretical treatments of the evolution of altruism were
also explicitly phrased in terms of opposing selection
between and within groups ( Wright 1945, Williams &
Williams 1957 ), and Darwin used both kinship and
group-level arguments to explain social insect workers ( Gardner & Foster 2008 ). The combination of kin
and group arguments used by Darwin reflects the fact
that choosing a multilevel methodology over kin-selection thinking is just a question of how to phrase the
problem. Sadly, however, there is a continuing tendency to mistakenly assume that switching between
the methods also means that different biological processes are at play ( e.g. Wilson 1975, Colwell 1981, Sober
& Wilson 1998, Gintis 2000a, Gintis et al. 2003, Fehr &
Fischbacher 2003, Wilson & Hölldobler 2005, Nowak
2006, Traulsen & Nowak 2006, Taylor & Nowak 2007;
see also Edward O. Wilson’s profile ). We feel this is
misguided, given that the Price-equation derivations
we use here show the compatability that allows results
from one framework to be rephrased in terms of the
other ( see also Box 6.1 ).
Analysing social evolution in terms of opposing
levels of selection is straightforward. Recall that the
Price equation can be applied to describe selection
among any type of entity. What we do first, then, is to
take the standard form of the Price equation ( equation
6.1 ) and use it to capture the effects of a change in the
mean gene frequency on the mean fitness of individuals within a given group, rather than the effects of a

change in individual genotype on absolute individual
fitness as we did above. This requires a slight change in
notation only, and we will now use subscripts i and ij
to refer to the ith group and the jth individual within
group i respectively. Now we can write the evolutionary
change in the average gene frequency g as a function of
the mean fitness and mean gene frequency in the ith
group as

w ∆g = cov(wi , g i ) + Ei ( wi ∆g i )

( 6.9 )

Equation 6.9 describes selection on the groups in our
population. But what about selection on individuals
within each group? This is the clever part. Price ( 1972 )
noticed that one can expand the expectation term
Ei( wiΔgi ) to capture the full effects of within-group
selection because
Ei ( wi ∆g i ) = Ei (cov i ( wij , g ij ) + E j .i ( wij ∆g ij ))

( 6.10 )

where the right-hand side is a second version of the
standard Price equation, but this time one level lower
in the selective hierarchy, i.e. it describes within-group
selection. Substituting this equation into equation 6.9
yields:
w ∆g = cov(wi , g i ) + Ei (cov i ( wij , g ij )
+ E j .i ( wij ∆g ij ))

( 6.11 )

where the expectations and covariances are taken over
their subscripts, with i standing for groups, ij standing for individual j of group i, and j.i for individuals j
for a specified group i. That is, the first covariance term
captures the effects of the gene on group success, the
second covariance term captures the effect of the gene
on the relative success of individuals within a group,
and the final term accounts for any deviations due to
processes other than selection. This idea of expanding the Price equation to include multiple levels of
selection can be continued until all relevant levels are
included ( e.g. the intragenomic level in the case of meiotic drive ). Doing so, and disregarding mutation, the
last term ( Eji( wijΔgij ) ) can be set to zero. Noting that
mean fitness w is always greater than zero, it is then
clear that a gene for a social trait is selected for when
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cov(wi , g i ) + Ei (cov i ( wij , g ij )) = bwi g i .Vg i + bwij g ij .i .Vg ij .i > 0
( 6.12 )
where, as we did above, the covariances have been
broken up into their constituent regression and variance terms. In this inequality, the two sets of terms
reflect between-group and within-group ( amongindividual ) selection respectively. Each level of selection entails a selective response equal to an intensity
of selection ( how the mean gene frequency at a certain
level affects the relative fitness of that level ) weighed by
the genetic variance present at that level. The betweenand within-group genetic variances can be calculated
using the techniques of classic population genetics,
namely Wright’s hierarchical F-statistics ( Yang 1998 ).
Importantly, however, they can also be expressed as a
function of genetic relatedness, which links everything
back to kin selection ( Hamilton 1975, Breden 1990 ). To
see this, one can multiply top and bottom of equation
6.12 by the total genetic variance in the population,
yielding
Vt . bwi g i .

Vg i
Vt

+ bwij g ij .i .

Vg ij .i
Vt

>0

( 6.13 )

where Vg /Vt is known as Wright’s intraclass correli
ation coefficient R ( Falconer 1981, Crow & Aoki 1982 ;
Box 6.1). Since Vt = Vg + Vg and is always positive, the
i
ij.i
inequality simplifies to

bwi g i .R + bwij g ij .i .(1 − R) > 0

( 6.14 )

where, for a group size of n, Wright’s intraclass correlation coefficient R equals ( 1 / n ) + ( ( n – 1 )/n ).r, with r
being the pair-wise genetic relatedness between group
members ( Hamilton 1975 ). As in the neighbour-modulated fitness and inclusive fitness approaches, when
selection is weak and the population is nearly monomorphic, the partial regression coefficients in inequality 6.14 can be approximated using partial derivatives
( see Box 6.1 ).
In group-selection models, positive between-group
genetic variance often arises from limited migration ( Crow & Aoki 1982, Traulsen & Nowak 2006 ). For
example, under Wright’s island-population model,
it has been shown that the ratio of the within- to

between-group genetic variance ( 1 – R ) / R equals two
times the number of migrant diploid organisms per
generation ( Wright 1951, Hamilton 1975, Crow & Aoki
1982 ). This leads to the condition that if within-group
and between-group selection terms are of equal magnitude ( βw g = βw g ), between-group selection can overi i
ij ij.i
ride within-group selection only when less than one
migrant is exchanged every two generations ( Crow &
Aoki 1982, Leigh 1983 ). Taking a kin-selection approach,
this would be interpreted as limited migration increasing relatedness and causing greater cooperation.
Expression 6.14 is very useful for conceptualising the potential tension between the within-group
interests of individuals and the needs of the group as
a whole ( Hamilton 1975 ), and provides a formal foundation upon which to rest group-selection analyses.
In particular, the among- and within-group genetic
variances R and 1 – R determine the extent to which
the group and the individual within the group can be
considered units of selection ( Wenseleers et al. 2003 ),
and the signs of the β coefficients tell us whether a
trait either benefits or harms the group ( βw g > 0 or
i i
< 0 ), and increases or decreases the fitness of individuals relative to other individuals within the same
group ( βw g > 0 or < 0 ). This allows for a classification
ij ij.i
of social behaviours similar to that in the inclusive
fitness scheme ( Table 6.1 ). The classification, however, is not completely identical, since even with zero
relatedness, investment in an individually costly trait
( βw g < 0 ) could result in a net increase in absolute
ij ij.i
individual fitness when it results in a sufficiently large
feedback benefit to the whole group ( specifically, this
occurs when βw g > βw g / ( n − 1 ) ). Such traits are
i i
ij ij.i
referred to as weakly altruistic, to differentiate them
from true strong altruism, which entails direct fitness
costs to individuals expressing the trait ( Wilson 1990,
Foster et al. 2006b ).
Expression 6.14 clarifies that the kin selection
and group selection approaches to social evolution
are entirely interchangeable, and are not competing hypotheses about how social evolution occurs, as
was often been claimed. Instead, group selection – as
formalised by the multilevel Price equation – and the
direct or inclusive fitness methods are simply alternative fitness accounting schemes that lead to the same
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net selective result ( Hamilton 1975, Wade 1980, Crow
& Aoki 1982, Queller 1992a, Dugatkin & Reeve 1994,
Wenseleers et al. 2003, Lehmann et al. 2007a ). To see
this, take the example of altruism between a pair of
interacting individuals, where the fitness of the two
− − c.( g − g− ) + b.( g − g− )
individuals is given by wi1 = w
i1
i2
−
−
and wi2 = w − c.( gi2 − g ) + b.( gi1 − g− ). The mean fitness
− + ( b − c ).( g − g− ), and since g = ( g
of the pair wi = w
i
i
i1
−−
+ gi2 ) / 2, individual fitness can be written as wij = w
c.( gij − g− ) + b.( 2gi − gij − g− ). Nothing that βw g = ∂wi /
i i
∂gi = b − c, βw g = ∂wij / ∂gij = −( b + c ) and R = ( 1 +
ij ij.i
r ) / 2, and substituting these terms into inequality 6.14,
shows that increased altruism is selected for when ( b −
c ) ( 1 + r ) / 2 − ( b + c )( 1 − r ) / 2 > 0, which indeed just
simplifies to Hamilton’s rule, b.r > c ( Hamilton 1975,
Wade 1980, Queller 1992a ).
One drawback of the multilevel framework is that in
principle, it applies only to strictly hierarchically nested
populations, and usually requires that all individuals are
equivalent and equally likely to express the trait under
study. Hence it cannot easily deal with situations where
the individuals affected by the altruistic behaviour
belong to different sex or age classes. This is in contrast
to kin selection theory, where the impact of class structure has been given a very general treatment. ( Taylor
1990, Taylor & Frank 1996, Taylor et al. 2007a; see section 6.3.1 ). A general theory of class structure for multilevel selection models is currently lacking. However,
multilevel selection analysis of class structured models
has been made possible by using the number of grand
offspring as a proxy for fitness (Wilson & Colwell 1981,
Frank 1986), by including the genetic variance present
in different classes of individuals affected by a social
trait in the between-group genetic variance (Wenseleers
et al. 2003) or even by using inclusive fitness theory to
partition selection in components that owe to fitness
differences between groups and between individuals
within groups (Ratnieks & Reeve 1992).
In addition, some have argued that the multilevel Price equation does not always properly capture people’s intuitive notion of group selection. For
example, it has been suggested that it is problematic
that one could have between-group selection even
in contexts not involving social traits (reviewed by
Okasha 2006). For example, if good eyesight enhances

individual fitness in a straightforward way, then
some groups will be fitter than others simply because
they contain, by chance, better-sighted individuals
( Hamilton 1975 ). However, it is equally intuitive to identify group selection as the part of natural selection that
owes to fitness differences between groups, whether
or not social behaviour is involved. Furthermore, it is
Price’s between-group selection that is identified as
the driver of group-level adaptation in superorganism
theory (Wilson & Sober 1989, Gardner & Grafen 2009),
and this provides further justification for terming this
part of natural selection “group selection”.
An alternative approach aimed at remedying some
of these perceived problems is ‘contextual analysis’
( Heisler & Damuth 1987 ). This mirrors the neighbourmodulated fitness approach discussed above, and
describes individual fitness as a function of its own
genes or behaviour ( gij ) and the mean gene frequency
or behaviour ( gi ) or other characteristics of its group.
Next, the selection for the social trait is decomposed as

bwij g ij . g i .b g ij g ij + bwij g i . g ij .b g i g ij = bwij g ij . g i + bwij g i . g ij .R > 0
( 6.15 )
where βw g .g is the impact of the group character
ij i ij
on individual fitness, and is taken to be a measure of
group selection, and R is Wright’s intraclass correlation coefficient R = ( 1 / n ) + ( ( n – 1 ) / n ).r, where r is the
pair-wise genetic relatedness between group members
( Hamilton 1975 ). Although contextual analysis avoids
the diagnosis of group selection in the hypothetical
example of good eyesight, it has its own difficulties
( Heisler & Damuth 1987, Goodnight et al. 1992 ). For
example, if we consider again the selection for individual eyesight, but now assume soft selection ( Goodnight
et al. 1992, Okasha 2006 ) is in operation so that every
group is constrained to have the same total productivity, then an individual with particularly strong group
mates would tend to have lower fitness than it would
in another group. Contextual analysis would diagnose
group selection in this scenario, because individual
fitness depends on the group environment. However,
the general consensus is that group selection should
require fitness differences between groups, so there
appears to be a mismatch between the formalism and
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the fundamental process that it was intended to capture
( West et al. 2008 ). We emphasise that this is not necessarily a failing of the levels-of-selection or contextualanalysis approaches, but rather a failure to find a match
between the theory and semantics of group selection.
On a final note, it should be mentioned that specieslevel selection is distinct from the multilevel theory
outlined above, as it is not concerned with gene frequency change, but with rates of speciation or species
extinction. For example, the evolution of asexuality
in multicellular organisms appears to be associated
with low species persistence times, i.e. multicellular
asexuals are particularly prone to extinction and this
makes them relatively rare in nature. Such processes
do not directly affect the evolution of the trait itself –
as is the case for within- or between-group selection
– but rather the frequency of the trait in the natural
world. Despite this, species-level selection is still often
referred to as a multilevel selection problem ( Heisler
& Damuth 1987 ), and it can also be analysed using the

Price equation ( equation 6.1 ) by taking wj as the rate
with which a species j speciates or tends to go extinct
as a function of some characteristic gj ( say geographic
range ) ( Arnold & Fristrup 1982, Okasha 2006 ). In this
case, the covariance would measure species-level
selection, and the expectation the fidelity of transmission of the trait to daughter species ( Arnold & Fristrup
1982, Okasha 2006 ). Interestingly, it has recently been
shown that species-level selection can potentially
reduce the mean level of selfishness observed among
species. As with asexuals, there is some evidence that
more selfish species are more prone to extinction than
more cooperative species ( Parvinen 2005, Rankin &
López-Sepulcre 2005, Rankin 2007, Rankin et al. 2007 ).
The prediction then is that while natural selection may
frequently favour the evolution of selfish strategies
within a species, species-level selection may counter
this. If correct, this will mean that cooperative species
are more common in nature than would be predicted
by within-species processes alone.

Box 6.1 The different ways of analysing social evolution
To illustrate the different methods, we here analyse Frank’s ( 1994b, 1995b ) ‘tragedy of
the commons’ model, which has been successfully applied to a variety of biological
problems ( Frank 1994b, Foster 2004, Wenseleers et al. 2003, 2004a, 2004b ). The tragedy
of the commons states that each individual would gain by claiming a greater share of
the local resources, but that the group would perish if all local resources were exhausted
( Hardin 1968 ). Frank’s model captures this tension between group and individual interests by writing individual fitness as

wij = (1 − g i ).( g ij / g i )

( 6.B1 )

where gij and gi are the individual and group mean breeding values for a behaviour that
causes individuals to selfishly grab local resources ( normalised to go from 0 to 1 ). In this
simple model, 1 – gi is the group’s productivity, which declines as the average level of
selfishness gi increases ( we assume linearly, but this can easily be relaxed: Foster 2004 )
and gij / gi is the relative success of an individual within its group. Similarly, we can write
the fitness of another member in the group as

w' = (1 − g i ).( g' / g i )

( 6.B2 )

where g’ is the average level of selfishness of these other individuals. Note that with a
group size of n, gi = ( 1 / n )gij + ( ( n–1 ) / n )g′ ) ), which we can substitute into equations
6.B1 and 6.B2.
From a neighbour-modulated fitness perspective, a rare mutant that is slightly more
selfish than the wild type is favoured when
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∂wij / ∂g ij + ∂wij / ∂g '. r > 0

( 6.B3 )

because an individual carrying the mutation would experience a direct cost ∂wij / ∂gij
but with probability r would be paired with group mates that also carry the mutation,
hence resulting in a return benefit of ∂wij / ∂g′.
Similarly, from an inclusive fitness perspective, a rare, slightly more selfish mutant
is favoured when

∂wij / ∂g ij + (n − 1).∂w' / ∂g ij .r > 0

( 6.B4 )

because an individual actor that expresses the mutant behaviour would experience a
direct cost ∂wij / ∂gij but impose a cost of ∂w′ / ∂g to each of its n – 1 group mates, which
with probability r would carry copies of its own mutant gene. It is easily checked that
since ∂w′ / ∂g = ( ∂w / ∂g′ )( g′ / gij ) / ( n − 1 ), and since mutations have small effect so
that g′ ≅ gij, ( n − 1 ).∂w′ / ∂gij = ∂wij / ∂g′, and inequalities 6.B3 and 6.B4 are therefore
equivalent.
Finally, from a levels-of-selection perspective, selection would be partitioned into
components that are due to the differential fitness of groups with different mean levels
of selfishness and the differential success of more versus less selfish individuals within
groups. Specifically, if we call G group productivity and I individual fitness relative to
other group members, we have G = wi = ( 1–gi ), I = wij / wi = gij / gi and individual fitness wij
= G.I. From equation 6.12 it is clear that a more selfish mutant will be selected for when
positive within-group selection balances with negative among-group selection:

∂wij / ∂g ij .(1 − R) > −∂wi / ∂g i .R

( 6.B5 )

where R and 1 – R are proportional to the between- and within-group genetic variances
and R = ( 1 / n ) + ( ( n – 1 ) / n ).r is known as Wright’s intraclass correlation coefficient.
Note that the among- and within-group selection components are also sometimes calculated in an equivalent way as ∂wij / ∂G.dG / dgij = I.∂G / ∂gi.dgi / dgij = I.∂G / ∂gi.R and
∂wij / ∂I.dI / dgij = G.( ∂I / ∂gij.dgij / dgij + ∂I / ∂gi.dgi / dgij ) = G.( ∂I / ∂gij + ∂I / ∂gi.R ) ( cf.
Ratnieks & Reeve 1992 ), which has the advantage that these only require the calculation
of derivatives, and do not involve variances.
Differently still, using contextual analysis ( inequality 6.15 ), we can see that a more
selfish mutant can invade when
b wij g ij . g i + b wij g i . g ij . R > 0

( 6.B6 )

Reassuringly, the evaluation of the partial derivatives in equations 6.B3 to 6.B6 for the
case where gij ≅ g′ ≅ gi ≅ g shows that, no matter how we partition social evolution, the
net selective effect is the same, and that an equilibrium is reached when g* = 1 − R, i.e.
the equilibrium level of selfishness decreases as relatedness, or more specifically, the
intraclass correlation coefficient, increases. At this equilibrium, no mutant that behaves
slightly differently can invade in the population ( Maynard Smith 1982 ). In addition, it
can be checked that the equilibrium is evolutionarily stable, i.e. a fitness maximum,
since the derivatives of the above fitness gradients D ( equations 6.B3–6.B6 ) with respect
to gij are negative. Finally, an additional stability criterion, convergence stability, specifies whether the equilibrium is an attractor or not, and is therefore attainable, and
requires that the fitness gradient is positive when evaluated for g slightly below g* and
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Box 6.1 Continued
negative when g is slightly higher than g*. Formally, this occurs when ∂D / ∂g*|g

ij

g*

= g′ = g =
i

< 0 ( Eshel & Motro 1981, Taylor 1996 ). A strategy that is simultaneously evolutionar-

ily and convergence stable is termed a continuously stable strategy ( CSS: Eshel 1983,
Christiansen 1991 ), and it can be checked that the equilibrium in our example is indeed
a CSS. Strategies that are convergence stable but not evolutionarily stable, however, are
also possible, and can lead to disruptive selection and evolutionary branching ( Metz
et al. 1992, Geritz et al. 1998 ). Evolutionary branching points are interesting, as they provide us with the conditions under which continuous or mixed-strategy ESSs would be
expected to evolve towards discrete-strategy ESSs ( see section 6.3.1 and Doebeli et al.
2004 for an example ).

6.2.3 Which method is best?
As we have demonstrated, for a wide variety of problems
it is possible to analyse social evolution in an equivalent way based on the concepts of neighbour-modulated fitness, inclusive fitness or multilevel selection
( Fig. 6.1, Box 6.1 ). These methods are simply different
fitness accounting schemes, which in all cases lead
to the same net gene frequency change. Neighbourmodulated fitness is perhaps closest to how natural
selection actually works, and analyses social evolution
in terms of correlated interaction, whereby individuals
carrying a gene for a social trait would tend to interact
more ( r > 0 ) or less ( r < 0 ) likely than chance with other
individuals expressing the social trait. In recent years,
neighbour-modulated fitness has emerged as one of
the most popular methods for modelling kin selection
( e.g. Frank 1998, Gandon 1999, Day 2001, Leturque &
Rousset 2003, Wild & Taylor 2005, Pen 2006 ). Inclusive
fitness instead adds up the effects of the actor’s social
behaviour on all recipients, using relatedness as the
value of each recipient in helping to propagate copies of
the actor’s own genes. Inclusive fitness, in tracking the
various fitness effects of a single individual’s behaviour,
mirrors the way that most evolutionary biologists think,
particularly within the discipline of animal behaviour,
and, likely for that reason, remains the preferred mode
of analysis for most biologists. Finally, a levels-of-selection perspective takes explicit account of the hierarchical nature of biological systems, and analyses social
evolution in terms of opposing selection within and
among groups. This tells us to what extent evolution

will favour maximal group success, or maximal individual success, relative to other group members ( Sober &
Wilson 1998 ). The contextual-analysis approach makes
a similar partition of individual and group effects that
can be useful for understanding the causal mechanisms of social evolution.
Which of these methods is preferable is partly a
matter of taste, as each of them offers certain advantages, and may be more intuitive for any particular
problem ( Queller 1992a, Dugatkin & Reeve 1994,
Foster 2006 ). In addition, all of these frameworks
have led to unique, original insights ( West et al.
2007b, 2008, Wilson & Wilson 2007, Wilson 2008 ). On
the other hand, at a technical level, it is fair to say that
the kin-selection approach ( neighbour-modulated
and inclusive fitness methods ) has been developed
to a much greater extent than the group-selection
approaches ( levels of selection and contextual analysis ), and is the only method that can easily take into
account class structure ( Frank 1998, Rousset 2004,
West et al. 2008; also section 6.3.1 and Chapter 12, but
see Frank 1986, Ratnieks & Reeve 1992, Wenseleers
et al. 2003 ). Furthermore there is some controversy
over whether or not the levels-of-selection and contextual analysis approaches succeed in capturing the
process of group selection for which they were originally devised (Okasha 2006, Wilson & Wilson 2007, West
et al. 2008). Finally, Gardner & Grafen (2009) have
argued that only inclusive fitness theory provides a
clear adaptationist interpretation of the action of natural selection, with the dynamics of gene frequency
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change formally corresponding to the design objective of inclusive-fitness maximization (Grafen 2006).
In contrast, there is no formal justification for regarding groups as fitness-maximizing agents, unless
within-group selection can be considered negligible
(Gardner & Grafen 2009). As a corollary, however, one
could say that levels of selection theory also provides
a maximand of selection, but one which within that
framework would be a weighted average of group and
relative, individual success. This suggestion, however,
still remains to be formalized.
Whatever one’s opinion of the different methodologies, it is clear that all have led to important and interesting insights. The prominence of genetic relatedness
in kin-selection models has led to numerous tests that
confirm its importance. These include considerable evidence from the social insects that patterns of kin structure within colonies are central to the balance between
cooperation and conflict ( Wenseleers & Ratnieks
2006b, Ratnieks et al. 2006, Ratnieks & Wenseleers
2008; Box 6.2, Fig. 6.2 ), data from social vertebrates that
relatedness is linked to helping behaviour ( Griffin &
West 2003 ) and a growing body of evidence that genetic
relatedness is important in microbial groups ( Chapter
13 ). Meanwhile, consideration of the potential for
group selection has led to a series of experiments that
show the differential productivity of groups, and even
communities, can strongly affect evolutionary trajectories ( Chapter 2; Wade 1976, 1977, Wilson 1997, Wade
& Goodnight 1998, Swenson et al. 2000, Bijma & Wade
2008 ). Group selection logic has also had practical
applications ( Bijma & Wade 2008 ): selecting chickens
(Gallus gallus domesticus) for productivity at the level
of groups in cages increases yield more than selecting
for individual egg-laying ability ( Muir 1996, 2005, Craig
& Muir 1996 ).

6.3 Complexities in modelling social
evolution
In the sections above we introduced the general
approaches by which social evolution can be modelled,
and illustrated these using a few very simple examples.
In practice, however, several complications may arise.
While it is not our intention to show how all of these can

be dealt with, we will provide some key pointers to the
relevant literature.

6.3.1 Multiple classes of individuals
The most common complication is that a social trait
affects not just the individual’s own age or sex class, but
also that of one or more other classes of individuals,
which usually do not themselves express the trait. The
problem, then, is to correctly calculate the average fitness consequences of carrying the gene for such a trait
across all classes ( in a neighbour-modulated fitness
scheme ), or, from an actor’s point of view, to correctly
value a member of each class of recipients in mediating gene frequency change ( in an inclusive fitness
scheme ). For example, it is clear that a sexually mature
individual should be valued differently than an aged
individual that is about to die.
One can account for the differences in value among
classes in a neighbour-modulated fitness model using
something appropriately called the class reproductive
value ck ( Taylor 1990, Taylor & Frank 1996, Taylor et al.
2007a ), which is the product of the number of individuals uk in a given class k and each of its members’
reproductive value vk, which measures the ability of
an individual of class k to contribute to the future gene
pool ( Fisher 1930 ). Another way to think about ck is to
recall that in a neighbour-modulated fitness model,
one must determine the average effect of a gene coding
for a social trait in a random carrier, such that picking
a random carrier would mean picking an individual of
a certain class with relative probability ck ( Taylor 1990,
Taylor & Frank 1996, Taylor et al. 2007a ). More technically, if we write the transmission probabilities between
the different classes of individuals in a stable population ( i.e. in the absence of selection ) as a matrix A, then
c = v.u, and u and v are the dominant right and dominant left eigenvectors of A ( Taylor & Frank 1996 ). For
an age-structured population, A is known as the Leslie
matrix ( Bulmer 1994 ).
To give an example, Wenseleers et al. ( 2003 ) discussed the case of stingless bees of the genus Melipona
where female larvae can control their own caste development and gain a fitness advantage by increasing
their probability of developing into queens rather
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Figure 6.2 Testing social evolution theory: the effect of policing efficiency and relatedness on male production by workers in the
eusocial Hymenoptera ( see Box 6.2 ). ( a ) A comparative analysis of nine wasp species and the honey bee Apis mellifera shows
that significantly fewer workers attempt to reproduce when the eggs they lay are more effectively killed or ‘policed’ by nestmates.
( b ) The effect of worker relatedness on worker male production. Here one must distinguish between colonies with a queen and
those without a queen. In colonies with a queen, worker policing occurs, and this is what drives the frequency of laying workers.
Moreover, and for reasons we have not discussed ( see Ratnieks & Wenseleers 2008 for a review ), the strength of policing correlates
negatively with relatedness. This means that, somewhat paradoxically, more workers reproduce in species with a queen ( filled
circles ) when workers are more related to each other. In queenless colonies ( open circles ), however, the relationship is reversed
and, as predicted by Hamilton’s rule, workers are more altruistic and fewer lay eggs in the species where they are more related to
each other. Data from Wenseleers and Ratnieks ( 2006b ).

than workers. Colony productivity, however, would go
down as more larvae chose to develop into queens, due
to the resultant shortage of workers, and this would
reduce both male production and the production of
new daughter swarms. Similar to Frank’s tragedy of the
commons model ( Box 6.1 ), this situation was captured
by assuming that male production is given by Wm =
1 – gi and that the relative success of a female larva ( the
relative probability that she heads the swarm, multiplied by the likelihood of it being produced ) is given
by Wf = ( gij / gi )(1 – gi ), where gij and gi are the individual and colony average probabilities with which larvae
turn into queens, and with gi = ( 1 / n )gij + ( ( n–1 ) / n )gij′ ) ),
where n are the number of competing female larvae
and gij′ is the average genetic value of the social partners of the focal individual ij. Following a neighbourmodulated fitness logic, a mutant that makes larvae
develop into queens with a slightly higher probability is
favoured when cf.( ∂Wf / ∂gij + ∂Wf / ∂g′.rf ) + cm.∂Wm / ∂gi.

rm > 0, where cf and cm are the class reproductive values
of queens and males, and rf and rm are the regression
relatedness values of larvae to sisters and males reared
in the colony. From this, it is readily shown that when
n is large, the ESS is for larvae to develop into queens
with a probability of ( 1– rf ) / ( 1 + ( cm / cf ).rm ). For the
case where colonies are headed by a single once-mated
queen and where all males are produced by the queen,
this results in an ESS in which 20% of the females should
develop into queens, since due to haplodiploidy cm / cf
= 1 / 2, rf = 3 / 4 and rm = 1 / 2 ( Hamilton 1972, Bourke &
Franks 1995 ), a result that in fact is quite close to empirically observed ratios ( Wenseleers & Ratnieks 2004 ).
This same result can be recovered from an inclusive fitness analysis, illustrating the equivalence of approaches.
The inclusive fitness effect of an increase in queen development probability of a focal female larva is given by
∂Wf/∂gij.vf + (n – 1).∂W′f/∂gij.vf.rf + m.∂W′m/∂gij.vm.rm,
where W′f = (1 – gi)(g′ij/gi) is the fitness of another female
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larva in the colony, W′m = (1 – gi) is the fitness of a male
in the colony, m are the number of males produced over
a colony’s lifetime, vf and vm are the individual reproductive value of female larvae and males, and rf and rm
are the regression relatedness to them, respectively.
Simplifying by dividing everything by vf yields ∂Wf/∂gij
+ (n – 1).∂W′f/∂gij.Rf + m.∂W′m/∂gij.Rm, where Rf = rf and
Rm = rm.(vm/vf) are the life-for-life relatedness to females
and males, which are defined as the product of regression

relatedness and relative reproductive value (Hamilton
1972, Taylor & Frank 1996, Taylor et al. 2007a). Observing
that (vm/vf) = (cm/cf).(uf/um) = (cm/cf).(n/m) and setting
the inclusive fitness effect to zero and solving for gij = g′ij =
gi = g = g* obtains the ESS g* = (1– rf)/(1 + (cm/ cf).rm).
Other examples of class-structured kin selection models involving interactions between different age classes
are discussed by Charlesworth and Charnov ( 1981 ),
Taylor and Frank ( 1996 ) and Taylor et al. ( 2007a ).

Box 6.2 A model and an empirical test: worker male production in
the social insects
In order to illustrate the predictive power of social evolution theory, we here describe
a model and associated data for a classic problem in sociobiology: the evolution of
worker sterility. Specifically, we are focusing on the evolution of male production by
workers. The eusocial Hymenoptera ( bees, wasps and ants ) are haplodiploid: males
are haploid and females are diploid. This means that unmated workers in many species are able to lay unfertilised, haploid eggs that would develop into males if reared.
Nevertheless, despite this ability workers in many species appear to refrain from laying
eggs. Why is this so?
Wenseleers et al. ( 2004a, 2004b ) analysed this problem using an inclusive fitness
model. Specifically, they asked what are the factors that determine the frequency of
workers that attempt to lay eggs in insect societies. We review the model here because
its specific predictions have subsequently been shown to hold in real systems. Let n
be the number of workers in the colony, p the probability that a worker-laid male egg
is removed by another individual ( the queen and workers remove or ‘police’ workerlaid eggs in many species: Wenseleers & Ratnieks 2006a ), and q the fecundity of the
queen relative to a single reproductive worker in terms of laying male eggs. Assume
that a focal worker j in colony i activates her ovaries to lay eggs with probability gij, and
that each of its n – 1 nestmates activates her ovaries with probability g′ij, so that the
colony contains ngi egg-laying workers where gi is the average probability with which
workers activate their ovaries, gi = ( 1 / n )gij + ( ( n − 1 ) / n )g′ij. We can now write the total
number of males produced by this focal worker and by each nestmate worker as Wmw =
G( gi ).gij( 1 − p ) / ( ngi( 1 − p ) + q ) and W′mw = G( gi ).g′ij ( 1 − p ) / ( ngi( 1 − p ) + q ), where G( gi )
is the colony productivity ( total number of males reared ) as a function of how many
laying workers there are in the colony ( egg-laying workers generally perform less work
and so decrease total colony productivity ) and the terms following G represent the proportion of all males that are workers’ sons. That is, the total number of sons of the focal
and other workers that survive policing, divided by all surviving males, which includes
both workers’ sons ( ( ngi ( 1 − p ) ) and queen’s sons, laid in proportion to the relative rate
q at which these are produced. For simplicity, we will assume that worker reproduction linearly reduces colony productivity, i.e. G = 1 – gi, because fewer workers will work
when more reproduce.
By a similar argument, the total number of males produced by the queen is Wmq =
G( gi ).q / ( ngi( 1 − p ) + q ).
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Box 6.2 Continued
Finally, the total amount of female reproduction by the colony ( winged queens,
or swarms for swarm-founding species such as honey bees Apis mellifera ) is also a
decreasing function of gi. For simplicity, we assume that worker reproduction reduces
queen and male production equally. Hence, the total number of queens or swarms produced is Wf = G( gi ) = 1 − gi.
The inclusive fitness effect of increasing the probability of becoming a laying worker
for a focal individual is given by ∂Wmw / ∂gij.vm.rson + ( n – 1 ).( ∂W′mw / ∂gij ).vm.rnephew +
(∂Wmq / ∂gij ).vm.rbrother+( ∂Wf / ∂gij ).vf.rsister.
Finally, in haplodiploids, one must make adjustments for the fact that males only
carry half the genes of females, i.e. males will often have a lower reproductive value
than females ( reviewed in Bourke & Franks 1995 ). This gives so-called ‘life-for-life
relatedness coefficients’ of Rson = rson.vm = 1.vm, Rnephew = rsister.vm and Rbrother = rbrother.
vm = ( 1 / 2 ).vm, where vm is the relative reproductive value of males to females, which is
1 / 2( 2 − ψ ) where ψ is the population-wide proportion of males that are workers’ sons
( Pamilo 1991 ). In our case, it can be seen that ψ = ng ( 1 − p ) / ( ng S + q ), where g is the
average proportion of laying workers in an average colony in the population. Setting
the inclusive fitness effect to zero and solving for gij = g′ij = gi = g = g* obtains the ESS:

− B + B 2 − 4 AC
2A
with A = 2n 2 (1 − p ) 2 (1 + rsister )
g* =

( 6.B7 )

B = 2(1 − p )(q (1 + n − rsister + 4nrsister ) + (n − 1)n(1 − rsister )(1 − p ))
C = q (q (1 + 4rsister ) − n(1 − p ))
The solution makes a number of predictions ( Wenseleers et al. 2004a, 2004b ) but here
we will focus on two main insights. Firstly, species with the strongest policing, in which
the queen or other workers efficiently remove worker eggs, should have the lowest proportion of laying workers. Intuitively, this is because the benefit to a worker of laying
( ∂Wmw / ∂gij ) declines when fewer of her eggs are reared. Second, in the absence of egg
removal by policing, the proportion of laying workers should decrease with increased
relatedness among workers, because high sister–sister relatedness decreases the
relatedness gain of replacing nephews with sons ( Bourke 1988 ). Empirical data from
wasps and bees have been shown to support both of these predictions ( Wenseleers &
Ratnieks 2006b; Fig. 6.2 ).

6.3.2 Non-additive ﬁtness interactions
and frequency-dependent selection
In many situations the fitness consequences of the
cooperative behaviour of actors and recipients do
not simply add up ( Queller 1984, 1985, 1992b ). For
example, consider a scenario where individuals
interact in pairs in which each social partner chooses
whether to cooperate or defect, and with cooperation
carrying a personal cost C to the actor, giving a benefit

B to the recipient, and additionally giving an extra
benefit D if the other individual also cooperates, in
addition to a baseline fitness of 1. The quantity D has
been described as the ‘synergy’ effect, and might be
positive ( benefit ) or negative ( cost ) ( Queller 1984,
1985 ).
If the cooperation phenotype is controlled in a probabilistic way, and a focal individual’s genes encode
a strategy value g such that the individual cooperates
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with probability g and defects with probability 1 – g,
then we can express fitness as

w = 1 − C.g + B.g′+ D.g.g′

( 6.16 )

where g′ is the social partner’s breeding value for the
cooperation trait. If we make the assumption that g is a
quantitative character with vanishing variation around
the population average of g− , then we can employ the
usual derivation approach to determine the costs and
benefits of cooperation in Hamilton’s rule ( Box 6.1;
Taylor & Frank 1996, Frank 1998 ), yielding the result
that an increase in the level of cooperation will be
selected for when

∂w ∂w
+
.r = (−C + D.g ) + ( B + D.g ).r > 0
∂g ∂g '

( 6.17 )

This identifies an equilibrium point at g* = (C − Br )/
( D( 1 + r ) ) which, when it takes an intermediate value
( between 0 and 1 ) is unstable for D > 0 and stable for
D < 0 ( Grafen 1979, Queller 1984, Wenseleers 2006 ).
Note that while the cooperation and defection phenotypes have selective value that is frequency-dependent,
the minor genetic variants that alter the probabilistic
expression of these phenotypes are governed by selection that is frequency-independent.
Alternatively, the cooperation phenotype of an individual might be fully determined by its genotype, with
some individuals carrying a cooperation allele ( g = 1 )
and others carrying a defection allele ( g = 0; for simplicity, we assume haploidy ). In this case, the assumptions
underlying the differentiation approach fail, and so we
use the more general version of Hamilton’s rule instead
( inequality 6.5 ), βwg.g′ + βwg′.g.βg′g > 0, where the costs
and benefits of cooperation are defined as the partial
regression coefficients βwg.g′ and βwg′.g ( Gardner et al.
2007 ). These coefficients are defined so that fitness is
predicted as a linear function of one’s own and one’s
social partner’s breeding value:
w = w + b wg . g ' ( g − g ) + b wg '.g ( g ' − g )

( 6.18 )

and where mean fitness w = f10 w10 + f11 w11 + f01 w01
+ f00 w00, fXY is the frequency of XY pairs in the population, and wXY is the fitness of an individual playing
strategy X against an individual playing strategy Y. The

proportion of fitness variance that is not explained
by the linear model is given by the average squared
residual S = ∑ X ,Y f XY ( wXY − wˆ g = X , g ' =Y ) 2. We obtain the
partial regression coefficients by the usual method of
least squares, i.e. the values of βwg.g′ and βwg′g that minimise S and for which ∂S / ∂βwg.g′ = ∂S / ∂βwg′g = 0, and
Gardner et al. ( 2007 ) show that these are equal to
bwg . g ' = −c = −C +

bwg '.g = b = B +

r + (1 − r ) g
D
1+ r

r + (1 − r ) g
D
1+ r

( 6.19 )

( 6.20 )

Hence in this case cooperation spreads when −c + b.r
= −C + B.r + D.( r+ ( 1 − r ) g− ) > 0, a condition that can be
verified using a standard population-genetic approach
( Grafen 1979, Queller 1984 ). The three parts in this
equation split up additive and non-additive effects on
fitness. Increasing one’s level of cooperation incurs
a cost –C but also results in a benefit B.r as a result of
the cooperation received from neighbours. In addition,
increasing one’s level of cooperation will incur an extra
non-additive benefit D insofar as one’s partner is also a
cooperator, which will be the case in a proportion ( r +
( 1 – r )g− ) of all interactions. This third effect is due to the
combined action of own and social-partner genes, the
former being of relative importance 1 ( the association
between own genes and own phenotype ) and the latter
being of relative importance r ( the association between
own genes and partner’s phenotype ), and so a proportion 1 / ( 1 + r ) of the effect is attributed to own genes and
a proportion r / ( 1 + r ) is attributed to partner’s genes.
Hence the direct fitness effect is −c = −C + ( 1 / ( 1 + r ) ).( r
+ ( 1 − r )g− ).D, and the indirect fitness effect is b.r = B.r +
( r / ( 1 + r ) ).( r + ( 1 − r )g− ).D. Thus, in contrast to what has
sometimes been claimed ( Queller 1984, Bulmer 1994,
Wenseleers 2006 ), Hamilton’s rule –c + b.r > 0 does hold
for situations where strategies are discrete and selection
is strong ( major as opposed to minor genetic variants ),
provided that the fitness effects b and c are calculated
according to their proper least-square-regression definitions ( Gardner et al. 2007 ).
In contrast to typical models of kin selection, which
assume that selection is weak and hence frequencyindependent ( Hamilton 1995, Rousset 2004, 2006,
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Ross-Gillespie et al. 2007 ), allowing for discrete strategies
and strong selection generates frequency-dependent
kin selection. In the above example, selection acting
upon the cooperation gene ( g = 1 ) depends on the frequency of this gene in the population ( g− ). If the synergy
term D is positive, then selection is positively frequency-dependent: either cooperation or defection or both
cooperation and defection are evolutionarily stable,
depending on parameter values, and there is no stable
polymorphism between the two alleles. However, if
the synergy term D is negative, then selection is negatively frequency-dependent, and depending on parameter values the population will evolve either towards
complete cooperation, complete defection, or a stable
polymorphism between the two whereby cooperation
is maintained at intermediate frequency g* = ( C – ( B +
D )r ) / ( D( 1 – r ) ) ( Grafen 1979, Queller 1984, Wenseleers
2006 ).
In principle, the same approach as outlined above
could be used to deal with frequency dependence in
an inclusive fitness or a levels-of-selection framework
( Breden 1990 ). Nevertheless, it is fair to say that more
work remains to be done on frequency dependence
in social evolution models ( see Grafen 2006, 2007a
and commentaries on Lehmann & Keller 2006a ). This
is perhaps surprising, given that in economics, game
theory ( Chapter 4 ) is almost entirely concerned with
frequency-dependent interaction, even though, in contrast to kin-selection models, interactions are usually
assumed to occur among non-relatives ( Gintis 2000b ).

6.3.3 Multilocus models and non-additive
gene action
Both kin selection ( equations 6.4 and 6.6 ) and multilevel selection ( equation 6.11 ) have often been formulated so that the fitness predictors g refer to the
frequency of an allele in individuals at a single locus
( Hamilton 1964, Wade 1980 ). This has led many to conclude that these methods are unrealistic, for clearly a
social trait would unlikely be controlled by just a single
locus. This criticism, however, is not well founded. First,
if one considers the evolution of continuous or probabilistically expressed traits ( Box 6.1 ), where one looks
at the repeated invasion of mutants of small effect,

then although each invasion event would consider the
spread of a single allele at a single locus, the wild type
in each case could be controlled by any number of loci.
In addition, in recent years, there has been a tendency
to define g, as in quantitative genetics, as the breeding
value ( additive genetic value ) for a given trait, which is
a linear combination of the frequency of any number of
alleles at any number of loci that best predicts an individual’s phenotype ( Falconer 1981, Crow & Aoki 1982,
Frank 1998 ). Either way, it is not assumed that social
traits are under the control of a single locus.
A fully general and more explicit multilocus social
evolution theory was recently also developed by
Billiard and Lenormand ( 2005 ), Roze and Rousset
( 2005, 2008 ) and Gardner et al. ( 2007 ), based on the
multilocus methodology of Barton and Turelli ( 1991 )
and Kirkpatrick et al. ( 2002 ). This theory, which was
formulated from a neighbour-modulated fitness perspective, takes explicit account of the fact that the natural selection operating upon one genetic locus can
potentially spill over onto associated loci and indirectly
drive changes in gene frequencies. Within the multilocus framework, such genetic hitchhiking is measured
by the association between genes within individuals
( i.e. linkage disequilibrium ), and relatedness arises in
a similar way as the association between genes in different individuals ( Gardner et al. 2007 ). These methods
are important, as they allow the coevolution between
different traits in the same or in different sets of individuals ( e.g. parents and offspring ) to be examined,
taking explicit account of the fact that some of the
genes involved in the traits may be linked, and taking
account of any type of non-additive gene interaction
( dominance or epistasis ). When selection is weak and
the genes for the different traits are unlinked, however,
coevolutionary problems may also be analysed more
simply using the maximisation methods discussed in
Box 6.1 ( see Frank 1995b ).

6.3.4 Complex demographies and spatially
explicit models
A frequent complication is that social interactions do
not occur within family groups that reform in each generation, but instead occur locally among individuals
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that tend to stay near their natal patch. Hamilton
( 1964, 1972 ) suggested that such population viscosity
could favour cooperation because limited dispersal
would result in interacting individuals tending to be
relatives. However, Wilson et al. ( 1992 ) later showed,
using an explicitly spatial cellular automaton model,
that in a simple-case scenario this argument does not
hold. The reason is that limited dispersal also results
in local competition, the consequence of which is that
patches of altruists would be unable to export their
higher productivity to the rest of the population. In the
model of Wilson et al. ( 1992 ) these two factors exactly
cancelled, so that population viscosity had negligible
influence on the evolution of cooperation. The same
year, Taylor was also able to confirm analytically, using
a kin-selection approach, that the effect of increased
competition between relatives exactly cancels out with
the effect of increased relatedness if the spatial scale of
competition is the same as the spatial scale of dispersal ( Taylor 1992, reviewed by Queller 1992c, West et al.
2002 ). Since then, a number of theoretical models have
examined the extent to which more complex and possibly biologically realistic assumptions can reduce the
problem of local competition, and lead to limited dispersal favouring altruism ( Kelly 1992, 1994, van Baalen
& Rand 1998, Mitteldorf & Wilson 2000, Taylor & Irwin
2000, Gardner & West 2006, Lehmann et al. 2006, 2008a ).
For example, Gardner and West ( 2006 ) and Lehmann et
al. ( 2006 ) show that the effect of local competition can
be partly overcome if individuals disperse in groups
or buds, while van Baalen and Rand ( 1998 ) also show
how the invasion condition for a small cluster of altruists in a cellular automata-type model reduces to a form
of Hamilton’s rule. Recent analyses using evolutionary
graph theory, whereby individuals interact in social networks ( Chapter 9; Ohtsuki et al. 2006, Ohtsuki & Nowak
2006 ), have been shown to similarly fall under the remit
of inclusive fitness theory ( Grafen 2007b, Lehmann et
al. 2007b, Taylor et al. 2007b ).
Typical for most models involving complex demographies is that relatedness is not just a fixed genetic
parameter, but instead depends on population demographic processes such as migration and birth / death
dynamics ( Taylor 1992, van Baalen & Rand 1998,
Gardner & West 2006, Lehmann et al. 2006 ). Taylor
et al. ( 2007c ) present a recursive method for calculating

relatedness as a function of population demographic
parameters, and Rousset ( 2004 ) also presents general
methods for analysing inclusive fitness models under
complex population demographies.

6.3.5 Social and individual learning
In some situations, particularly in humans ( Chapter
15 ), it is likely that social traits are not purely genetically
determined but are also affected by norms and beliefs
that are culturally transmitted through imitation and
social learning ( Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman 1981, Boyd &
Richerson 1985 ). Dawkins, by analogy with genes, refers
to such cultural beliefs as memes ( Dawkins 1976 ), and
they may be either discrete in nature ( e.g. whether or
not one advocates a particular religion ) or continuously varying traits ( e.g. hunting skill: Boyd & Richerson
1985, Henrich 2004 ). Using the above methods, the
spread of cultural beliefs can be modelled in much the
same way as the spread of genes within populations,
although there are some important qualifications.
First, biological fitness ( w ) is usually redefined as cultural fitness, which is the extent to which an individual
can affect the proportional representation of a cultural
trait in the next generation or time step ( Henrich 2004 ).
Second, mutation sometimes requires to be taken into
account, since cultural traits are liable to mutate and
change at a much faster rate than genes. This can be
done by retaining the transmission bias term of the
Price equation ( equation 6.1; for an example see Frank
1998, p. 55 ).
Models of cultural evolution have been constructed
within both the group-selection and inclusive-fitness
traditions. From a group-selection perspective, it has
been noted that in cultural evolution among-group differences tend to be much larger than in genetic models, since individuals that migrate to other groups are
frequently forced to adopt the customs and norms of
the group they join ( conformist transmission: Boyd
& Richerson 1985, Henrich 2004 ). This can favour
cooperative behaviour via cultural group selection
( Boyd et al. 2003, reviewed in Henrich 2004 ), although
it is an open question as to whether cultural transmission will in general promote or hinder cooperation
relative to genetic transmission ( Lehmann et al. 2008b,
2008c ).
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From an inclusive fitness perspective, Allison ( 1992 )
noted that the concept of genetic relatedness can
be readily extended to cultural relatedness, which is
defined as the likelihood that two interacting individuals are more likely than chance to share the same
cultural belief. Allison ( 1992 ) showed that if cultural
beliefs are copied from a limited set of individuals in the
group ( e.g. a tribal chief ), as would be the case in conformist transmission, cultural relatedness can be very
high, and that this could promote cooperation ( see also
Lehmann et al. 2007c ). Using recurrence equations,
equilibrium levels of cultural relatedness under various
vertical, oblique and horizontal transmission schemes
were also provided. Clearly, the inclusive-fitness optimisation method may well be a promising approach for
gaining a better understanding of cultural evolution,
particularly if cultural change occurs relatively slowly
( i.e. if cultural variants have small effects and mutate
slowly ). The notion of reproductive value would also
be readily applicable, given that human groups generally contain different classes of individuals ( e.g. leaders
and followers, teachers and students ) that have a different influence in causing future cultural change. When
cultural variants have large effects, however, it may
be easier to resort to a traditional population-genetic
approach ( Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman, 1981, Boyd &
Richerson 1985, Feldman et al. 1985 ).
While models of the social learning of culture bring
added realism to social evolution in humans and derived
vertebrates, they tend, like genetic models, to assume
that individuals inherit simple and relatively fixed strategies by cultural means. Many economists, however,
instead emphasise the impressive ability of humans to
modify their social behaviours by trial-and-error learning or reasoning ( Rubinstein 1998 ). Such individual
learning can again be modelled using evolutionary logic.
Nevertheless, the full impact of incorporating individual
learning into genetic and cultural models remains to be
determined ( Lehmann et al. 2008c ).

evolutionary biology. Indeed, it is considered to be one
of the most important unsolved questions in science
( Pennisi 2005 ). This is not to say we have not made great
progress already. The available methods now allow complex demographies to be analysed ( Taylor 1992, Rousset
2004, Lehmann et al. 2006, Gardner & West 2006 ), spatial, age and sex structure to be explicitly incorporated
( Taylor & Frank 1996, van Baalen & Rand 1998, Lehmann
& Keller 2006a, Lehmann et al. 2007b, Grafen 2007b,
Taylor et al. 2007a, 2007b ), the effects of synergy and
frequency dependence to be assessed ( Queller 1984,
Wenseleers 2006, Lehmann & Keller 2006b, Gardner
et al. 2007 ), multilocus and non-additive genetics to
be incorporated ( Billiard & Lenormand 2005, Roze &
Rousset 2005, 2008, Gardner et al. 2007 ), the conditions
to be determined under which disruptive selection and
evolutionary branching will occur ( Taylor 1996, Doebeli
et al. 2004 ), and cultural evolution to be analysed in
much the same way as genetic evolution ( Allison 1992,
Frank 1997b, Henrich 2004, Lehmann et al. 2007c ). In
addition, results can often be obtained in equivalent
ways within the frameworks of neighbour-modulated
fitness, inclusive fitness or levels of selection.
Nevertheless, important challenges remain. For
example, many of the derivations require weak selection ( e.g. in the calculation of reproductive value,
relatedness and between- and within-group genetic
variances ), inclusive fitness theory requires strategic
equivalence ( i.e. all actors being equivalent: Grafen
2006 ), and better methods to deal with frequency
dependence in inclusive fitness models remain to be
developed ( Wenseleers 2006, Grafen 2006, 2007a ).
Levels-of-selection approaches still suffer from semantic difficulties that would be desirable to fix ( Okasha
2006, Wilson & Wilson 2007 ), and as yet they struggle
somewhat to properly incorporate class structure ( West
et al. 2008 ). Lastly, much work remains to be done on
cultural evolution ( Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman 1981,
Boyd & Richerson 1985, Lehmann et al. 2007c ). It is
clear that social evolution theory will remain a fruitful
topic for years to come.

6.4 Conclusions and future directions
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